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Mysteries of the Fish-Flops Revealed!

Undoubtedly, the marketers at Toysmith Group have undersold their Taiwanese friend 
by presenting such a limited set of “fortunes” on the wrapper of this magical device. 
Luckily, just next door to the Mott Street curiosity shop where we procured these squirmy 
soothsayers, we met a bangled Gypsy who promised to unlock the full potential of your 
clairvoyant carp’s predictive power.

From a damp corner of her cobwebbed cellar, our neighborhood seer extracted an 
elaborate set of cards (printed with squid ink) that hold the ancient key to the timeless 
mysteries of piscine prognostication. 

Warning: This is not a toy.
Our treat for you this Halloween is that tricky red devil well-known for its paranormal 
fish-flops: the famous Fortune Telling Fish.

It will scribble augurs or omens on your open palm, twitch and shimmy by the heat of 
your aura — but beware: minor twists bode big tidings.

Trick and Treat

Future News

A stranger will come to Macktez from a faraway place, like France, or New Hampshire. 
He will speak the tongues of many lands and also know a thing or two about web 
development. He will join the Team.

The magic fish sees the letters R, e, e, and d in your future.

— The Team at Macktez

spooky!

Halloween is a melting pot of spooky sixth-sense traditions: witches, ghosts, vampires, 
mummies (and superheroes). The night when the dead mingle with the living, Halloween 
is naturally big on fortune telling; after all, who better to explicate the mysteries of the 
universe than an ancient spirit steeped in the supernatural?

That’s not a rhetorical question — we have an answer: the famous Fortune Telling Fish.

Curls Head and Tail

Someone you  
lost will turn up  

with someone else.

the carp

Curls Tail

The time is right  
to find a new lover.

the minnow

Curls Head

A secret admirer  
will be revealed.

the mackerel

Stands on Head

Be mischievous  
and be not bored.

the anchovy

Head Eats Tail

Prepare for 
the unexpected.

the herring

Calls an Audible

Many a false step is  
made by standing still.

the trout

Lateral Pass

Tomorrow will be very 
similar to today.

the sunfish

Lateral Curl

You will spend  
old age in comfort.

the salmon

Rolls Over

Hard times will  
begin to fade.

the eel

Plays Dead

You will lose  
something you value.

the dogfish

Fetches Slippers

All your hard work  
will soon pay off.

the bass

Accordion Fold

The bumpy road  
leads to sanctuary.

the flounder

Roll Fold

Your patience will be 
rewarded eventually.

the blowfish

Tri Fold

As the purse is emptied  
the heart is filled.

the scrod

Quivers

You will inherit a  
small piece of land.

the monkfish

Spits

You will be invited  
to a big event but will  
get the date wrong.

the maki

Twirls

A strong public option  
will pass the Senate.

the hammerhead

Stands on Tail
Be proud but  watch your head.

the cod


